
Dear Slav, 
I shall give you all the information you need for your book. 
Please understand, I am a bee-keeper and in the springtime I am 
very busy with the bees because of the nice weather. The bees do 
not understand if you keep not care of them when the sun shines!!! 
 
An other thing, we will and have a lots of falls prophets to deal 
with which do not like us and tell untrue stories, I hope you know 
that!!!  
We shall stay true to our principles may come what will!!! 
I do not know a "Oleg Mikhilevich" or a "dr. (Dr.) J. Hebel", who 
ever brought this guy´s into play, who ever did it is a very sick 
men!!! He should know that I have also some very close friends in 
the Baltic, starting with Estonia!!! 
My work and statements about the Prusai people is from me and not 
a "PLAGIAT" (to take ideas writings from another and offer them as 
ons´s own !!!) That is a very cheap way to discredit a person!!! 
 
With regards 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 

Dear Slav, 
If you have a trustworthy person who is familiarise with the 
German language I could send to you immediately some history about 
the beginning of the uprising of 1934 and the end of July the 20th 
with a comment from Winston Churchill to the "British House of 
Commons" in 1946. 
 
Regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 

Dear Slav, 
my writings and search through the history of the Prusai 
"WILL NOT" and I shall repeat "WILL NOT" please everyone!!! 
However, I have found out that my search is to everyone´s 
amazement!!!  
The Germans speak from Ost- Preußen and mean the families of 
Prusa and call it Old-Preußen, but, we are Old-Balt´s and 
also we Prusai people had something with the "Old-Piasten and 
the Jagiellonen" to-do, that is incomprehensible! 
I have said: 
The uprising did start 1934 and had his high- point´s on the 
20th of July 1944, the English Government 1946 could not 
believe it!!! 

Regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 

Dear Slav, 
thanks for your E-mail date 29. April 2011. 



You should know that I am a victim of radiation because I was 
a physicist (Engineer) of some Testside. The last few weeks I 
was very sick and could not walk or speak. occasionally I 
have to fight against this sickness! 

Before you involve a lawyer ( I also will help to pay some 
money) we should take a look  at other possibility like for 
instance the "Society of the history and antiquity" starting 
in the year 1838 in "Tartu" (Dorpat) by estland scientist, 
later transferred to Tuwangste (Königsberg) 1844 and 
called the "Prussia society" (Eustach Tyszkiewicz). 

We natives of Prusa were forced to leave our country on the 
12th of December 1948 through a deportation of 125 000 
natives! 

We do have followers of Prusai natives! 

Regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairaitis). 

Dear Slav, 
we have to be absolute very careful when making statements 
about the deportation from the land of East-Prussia. The 
deportation of the Germans in the years of 1944/45 are very-
well done by many author, but the deportation of the last 
inhabitants in the years of 1948 are not mentioning by any 
one,and that for a good reason because it was a genocide! 

I am a hobby historian since my retirement in the year of 
1990. I started with the "Baltische and skandinavische 
biographische und geschichtliche Spurensuche", and have found 
- surprise after surprise. Since then I have based my 
historical facts on two books: 
1) JALTA, written by "Diane Shaver Clemens, 1970 Oxford 
University. 
2) THE TIME FOR DECISION, "Sumner Wells", The World 
Publishing Company, Cleveland Ohio. First Reprint Edition 
June 1945. 

"Both books are not any more available". 

A historian by the name of "Alfred Maurice de Zayas" did try 
to write a book "Dokumentation alliierter Kriegsverbrechen im 
Zweiten Weltkrieg", but, this book is ful of errors, he does 
not know anything about the Prusai destiny. 

Facts: 



The deportation of the natives who did stay behind after 
1945-1948 were deported from the Oblast area "ONLY" and "NOT" 
from POLAND or LITHUANIA which some people in Europe state in 
some documents!!! 
"CONTRARY" - the Polish and Lithuanians opposed such a 
deportation, Winston Churchill and Stalin did plan the 
deportation of the about 125 000 natives because the Germans 
already had left the country of Prusa (East-Prussia) and the 
Prusai people thought that they are save under the new 
ruler!!! WHAT A MISTAKE THAT WAS!!! 

With regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairaitis)     

Dear Slav, 
I do agree with your way of thinking! 

Our correspondence should not be open to the public at least 
for the time being until we know which way we are going!!! 

I am aware that the source of my knowledge is vital of 
importance, but there are also some other Prusai people here 
in Germany which share my thoughts and yours and ask me: 
For instance, two large News Papers would like to have from 
me translations of Prusai-fairytales in the languages Prusai, 
German and English!!!  

Also you should know that our involvement against the 
Brandenburg Prussians and my  family with the von Gottbergs 
family started in the year of 1736. One of my ancestor by the 
name of Christophe Kairáitis was executed by a company von 
Gottberg in Tuwangste. Now, the 
von Gottbergs,  Landsmannschaft East-Prussia President 
Wilhelm von Gottberg is also an executive officer in that 
group! All of this happenings would not be that of importance 
if all of this had not been recorded in Berlins archives 
because at that time (1736) the Prusai had a movement against 
the Brandenburg Prussians!!! 

That is not all, plus my mothers brother were killed by the 
Nazis because he was fighting against them and my mothers 
uncle was an officer by the Kaiser in Berlins safeguard and 
told the Kaiser about the poem of the Wächter from Szillen (a 
providence about the Prusai for the future), and, and, and!!! 
I could write two books and it never will end!!! 
What I try now to do is to collect out of the happenings the 
important issues and parts which for all of us could be of  
important!!! 



I shall start writing and you collect that what you think is 
for us all of importance!!! 

With Regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis)  

Dear Slav! 
Thanks for the proposal to create a community of Prussia! 

Question No. 1 
Who is Jerry? 

Question No. 2 
Do you have contacts with: 
Mr. Vytautas GOCENTAS 

Lithuania/Lituva 

Question No. 3 
Do you know: 
Jonas Trinkunas 

All of this person know me very well, and know that I am a 
Prusai/native out of the tribe "NADRAUEN", they know I was a 
minority subject in the land of East-Prussia (Prusa). 

Let me give you a simple start: 
First of all you need contacts which are already have a 
programme of an "Open Society" and have acknowledge a primary 
role in a programme of monitoring the EU protection of 
minorities such as we are!!! 

Who are the Prusai? 
The indigenous Prussian people, called "PRUSAI", the later 
East and West Prussians of Germany were subject to the power 
plays of their neighbours -  
the Scandinavians, Germans and Russians after 1945. 
The Prusai, Curonians, Lithuanians, Latvians from the ethnic 
group of Balts belong to the  Indogermanic people. 
pursed, abused and neglected by first the church and foreign 
states, they had no other choice as to assimilate reluctantly 
and by necessity mostly to the German culture, thereby losing 
some of their identity. 
The Prussia tribes were estimated to count approximately 
200.000 persons on the arrival and invasion of the Teutonic 
Knights in the 13th century. 



The Knights were called in by the Roman Church at a time when 
the Prussia took revenge to the numerous previous  attacks. 
The Catholic Church voluntarily supported the mission to 
Christianise the last pagans of Europe by fire and and sword 
and taking some land into the holy possession. 
About 130.000 settlers from various countries followed the 
Teutonic Knights to Prusa, (Prussia). 
ning the Prussia suffered more war casualties in their 
independence fight, but turned guerilla tactics. They also 
survived much better the recurring epidemics of the plague by 
fleeing into the forests, leaving all their belongings 
behind. 
Around the 16th century the Prusai still represented the 
majority of the population and the authorities, encourage by 
the protestant preacher "Martin Luther", finally agreed to 
print Prussian books and allow the natives Prusai to attend 
educational facilities. 
Still discrimination lingered on and only 1701 A.C. the last 
law prohibiting the Prusai natives from wearing German 
clothings and long hair was abolished. 
In the year of 1945/48 all the natives were expelled by 
Russia, paying for a war which was not theirs in the first 
place! 
In 1991 the northern part of Prussia annexed by Russia in 
1945 was finally opened for tourists, the right however to 
return to their homeland is still to be reinstated for the 
native Prusai (Prussians). 
It is a shame, although counting for more than one million, 
the today Prusai people are not recognised as a minority in 
the Western World, WHY? 

Slav, I think something like this has a chance in making our 
claim more interesting!!! 

Yours, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 

Dear Slav, 
You ask! 
"Do I understand correctly that ..." 
Yes he did. 
In the book  from "Diane Shaver Clemens" - JALTA-, page 208 
and 209. 

I shall write it to you in the German language because I 
might lose something in the translation: 
...Churchill kam dann in Schwung und unterstützte plötzlich 
Stalin. Das Problem sei sogar noch einfacher, da die 



Deutschen während des Krieges sechs bis sieben Millionen 
Menschen verloren hätten und wahrscheinlich noch eine weitere 
Million verlieren würden, so daß die Umsiedlung erleichtert 
würde. Stalin fragte, ob das nun eine oder zwei Millionen 
sein sollten, und Churchill erwiderte munter, was die 
Vernichtung von Deutschen angeht, so setze er keine Grenzen. 

Slav, sorry to say we the Prusai were under the German rule 
at that time and the Russians did NOT ask -are you German or 
are you the natives of Prusa the Prusai!!! 

Regards 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 
  
Dear Slav, 
thanks for the call! 
The E-mail from Horst is as following: 

domnik@domnikcanada.com 

Horst Domnik, Canada 

Good Luck!!! 

Representatives of the EU Accession Monitoring Program for 
the following Countries: 

BULGARA:               Krassimir Kanev                
Bulgarian Helsinki Commitee. 

CZECH REPUPULIC        Barora Bukovská                
Counselling Centre for Citizenship. 
                       Pavla Bouckovà                 Civil 
and Human Rights. 

ESTONIA                Klara Hallik                   
Institute of International and Social 
                                                      
Studies. 

      
HUNGARY                Antal Örkèny                   Eötvös 
Loránd University. 

LATVIA                 Svetlana Diatchkova            Latvian 
Centre for Human Rights 

mailto:domnik@domnikcanada.com


                                                      and 
Ethnic Studies. 

LITHUANIA              Eglè Kucinskaitè               Roma 
Mission. 

POLAND                 Beata Klimkiewicz              
Jagellonian University 

ROMANIA                Florin 
Moisà                   Resource Center for Roma Communities. 

SLOVAKIA               Balázs Jarábik                 Centre 
for Legal Analyses / Kalligram Foundation. 

SLOVENIA               Darja Zavirsek                 
University of Ljubljana. 

That is for the time being all of the addresses I do know. 
Regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 

  
Dear Mikkels, 
in answering your letter what my health is concerned I am not 
an optimist but rather a pessimist. Since I had chosen a 
profession which only (Trottel - Idiots) choose I have to 
live with it; then radioactive contamination is "NOT" a 
sickness it is a tool for people who put their life at risk 
for a country. 

I would like to thank Slav Klec Pilewski, letter date 19th of 
May 2011, for his energetic and dedicated drive for the 
Prusai, but I think he knows very little what you and I have 
done for the Prusai natives in the past years, and we all 
shall not forget "Prof.Dr.Vytautas Maziulis", 
"Pro.Dr.Vladimir Nikolaevic Toporov", "Prof. Dr. Rainer 
Eckert", "Prof Dr. Guenter Brilla", the University Professors 
of Goetingen and Marburg. All the other not so important 
people like me and you who did fight for "The European 
Convention on Human Rights and the Protection of National 
Minorities", or dispersed Minorities. Meeting with the 
European Union in Hamburg, Reinhard Grunenberg, Olaf Knafla 



and Manfred G. Kaireit. The meetings at Arlington (Washington 
DC) with the exile- Government of the Baltic in the 1970th -
 and, and, and. 

We are the natives of Prusa and not the natives of Germany 
which call themselves since the 31th of January 1773 "East-
Prussians!!!  
I have told a Mr. Lepa who called on me to give him the 
agreements which we had in Arlington decided upon! I told Mr. 
Lepa: you do not belong to the Prusai natives, you have no 
need to know!!! 
But most of all, we Prusai natives are grateful to Jonas 
Trinkunas, Dr. Letas Palmaitis and others for inspiring of 
the Old Prussian language and preserving of the Prusai 
culture! 

I still fight for a "Baltic Alliance" which should be between 
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Prusa. Who of you knows that 
the Baltic Alliance started in the year of 1838 in "Tartu 
(Dorpat) by some scientist and 1844 was taken over at 
Tuwangste (Koenigsberg) by some intellectually and after 
1945 continue with their expert advice and with the help 
later by Prof. Dr. Guenter Brilla in Duisburg West-Germany 
kept alive. Who knows all of this? 

Since I as a Prusai have traced the "Baltic, Scandinavian, 
biography and historical heritage of my people" I was 
battered lying on the floor what they have done to my people 
and call themselves "HUMANS". 

Regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairaitis) 
  
Dear Jonas, 
We Prusai are very much interested on the 5th of June 
2011 meeting in Kurtuvenai near Siaulia Lithuania with the 
Baltic groups.  
What we do need however is a programme of the event also the 
subject (topic) and the names of the speaker.  
Jonas, 
we Prusai know that we can reawake with our action 
only through the "Baltic Alliance" all other strive will 
drive us into a wall, and Letas Palmaitis will and can´t help 
us! 
But, he did work with Vytautas Maziulis on the "Historical 
grammar of the old Prussian language together we shall not 
forget that in his honour! We do not have anyone who works 
today on our language, Gunther Kraft (Skalwynas)is death! 



My mother always said: 
"Ni sen wirdamans tu dilinna na kittans, slaitis sen twajasmu 
busennin"! 
I don´t even know the meanings of this sentence! 

Draugiwings, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 

Dear Slave, 
I was so shocked to hear of the death from Guenther Kraft 
(Skalwaynas)he was our great hope here in Germany about the 
Prusai native language. He did work on the perfection of the 
native Prusai language which was neglected for over 400 
years very hard and has written 53 prusai fairytale stories 
which two News Paper ask me to rewrite it into the English 
and German language they would like to print it! 
He seemed so well and cheerful when I saw him the last time. 
It is a terrible loss for us Prusai in the west, and he will 
be missed very deeply.  
Mr. Guenther Skalwaynas will remain constantly in the Prusai 
natives thoughts, because, every language chances 
almost every 20 years by adding some words or neglecting a 
few words. 

I was 5.Weeks in the hospital that prevented me from going 
to his funeral and I am very sorry about that. 

The whole thing has been for us Prusai natives a terrible 
blow, but we are now trying to pick up the pieces and 
continue with the work, "THE BALTIC ALLIANCE", with the 
Baltic old Prusai modern language based on Guenther 
Skalwaynas the Prus. 

Regards to all my friends, 

Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 

Dear Mr. Kukories, 
Mr. Pilewski and me, in our 74th year of age and will never 
ever comprehend the new version of the Prusai language.Maybe 
Mr. Nertik, Mr. Piegat or you may get involved in the 
analysis of the scripture of Mr. Guenther Kraft, Skalwnas but 
not us!!! 
You, wrote to me that you would like to see an example, since 
there are about 125 pages of Skalwas work, I do need some 
bodies address to sent it to them!!! 



E-mail will not work, and to put it into the internet? I am 
to stupid to that and my comment on the work of Skalwas would 
be a bunch of nonsense!!! 

 Sincerely, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 

Dear Mikkels! 
You and me had intensive contacts with the EU in 
Brussels,Strasbourg and also with the German interior 
Government. You and me know the outcomes you said in your E-
mail: 
As said I see no perspective in such activities either. 
I shall agree with you, but we had a meeting with the EU in 
Hamburg in the year of 2006 and they said to me and 
Grunenberg: "Keep on trying you have perspectives". 
Mr. Grunenberg is now trying to get into the Landsmannschaft 
East-Prussia and hopes to be successful which I have my 
serious doubts that he will be successful!!! 
Just presently I had a long talk with him on the phone and 
his expectation are hopeful! 
I told him: We Prusai are desperate and hopeless, politeness 
and courtesy to the Governments are meaningless, what else 
could we do!!! 
The UN in New York knows our stand to the Prusai idea as 
following: 
1)Persons belonging to a minority shall have the right to 
freely preserve, express and develop their cultural identity 
in all its aspects, free of any attempts at assimilation 
against their will!!! 
What did happen: A 1947/48 deportation of all the Prusai 
people living in the "OBLAST". 
2)In particular the minority, they shall have the right to 
express themselves, to receive and to issue information and 
ideas through means of communication of their own. 
What did happen: The German Government told me in a letter, 
"we shall not support you"! 

Conclusion: 
The European Convention on Human Rights and the Protection of 
National Minorities are toothless Tigers!!! 

Mikkels you are right, the only hope we really have is Jonas 
Trinkunas and his group all other will go the same route we 
Prussen did including now Grunenberg again with his Steinbach 
Landsmannschaft!!! 

Yours, 



Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 
  
Dear Mikkels, 
it is interesting that we cannot understand one another??? 

We both understand each other for may years very well!!! 

1) They ARE NOT toothless tigers...  they are LIARS! No 
Mikkels, they are - insincere, or, hypocritical, or, act the 
innocent,or, a vision of imagination, or, indulge in 
fancies,or, delirious, and so on, and so on!!! 

2) I NEVER did name Trinkunas work as...  Christianity is an 
excessive interest in or enthusiasm for some thing!!! 
   Now, please explain to me what is "ISLAM standing for??? - 
 stoning people, or having five wives, or is Islam 
almost just the same as basic Christianity, a doctrine or 
belief that there is only one "deity!", we Prusai call that 
belief: monotheism!  
Mr. Trinkunas thinks differently, he is more open minded, 
having a specified kind of mind!!! 
I have lived in middle and south America and in the far East, 
I have seen all disasters you possible could 
imagined including that of Prusa - East- Prussia 1945/48 and 
what people are capable of doing to each other, and still 
doing it to each other today!!! 

Yours, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairaitis) 
  
  
Dear Slaw, 
in regard to your E-Mail date 17. July 2011, let me ask you, 
do you know the Baltic history, if yes, you know more 
than the new generations of the Germans! 

I have learned only some, of our Baltic history from Dr. 
Palmaitis and be corrected more than once, I am glad he 
did!!! 
Prof. Dr. Algirdas Sabaliauskas has written a book did examen 
the scholarly attempts to locate the homeland of the Baltic 
peoples, the Lithuanians and Latvians. He also devotes a good 
proportion of the book to the mysterious "OLD PRUSSIANS" (The 
Prussen - Prusai people),a now extinct Baltic nation since 
1945/48 that inhabited an area to the west of Lithuania and 
to the south of Poland. The Germans were only occupiers and 
claim our land today for what reason only God knows!!! 
You wrote: "The book is finished". 



I am looking forward to read it, with Baltic eyes!!! 

Regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairaitis) 
Dear Slaw,  
I got a kick out of yours and Mikkels conversation!  

It is a lot more to the history of the Prusai  as you are 
really thinking! 

If you are really serious about the Prussen and the 
relationship Prusai to Balts then start with the Foundation 
on history and antiquity 1834 in "RIGA", when you finished 
with that then start 1838 in "TARTU" (Dorpat) in Estonia, 
after that, start "Eustach Tyszkiewicz 1844 in Tuwangste, the 
German Koenigsberg, when you have finished that, than start 
in Vilnius 1842 with the Lithuanian archaeology, and if you 
all have achieved that, then call me again, because then we 
got a base to talk about "PRUSA" and the 
"PRUSAI" (Prussen)!!!  

Dear Slaw, 
we Prussen fighting since the 12th century for our 
survival!!!  

Regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 

Dear Slaw! 
The Prussen issue has been raised more than once to the 
European Court of "THE HAGUE", also at the "Open Society 
Geneva", the "EU accession monitoring programme", the 
"Minority protection programme", and, and, and. All did 
acknowledge the role of saving the Prusai, but, nobody would 
take over the responsibility of a programme! 
Ask Mikkels, he and me was deeply involved in that issue 
"Lets save the prusai language", lets save the last Prusai 
people,what did happening, I tell you! 
The German Government told me "NO WAY" we will not save the 
Prussen, however, we shall save the "Sinti and Roma", the 
Sorbs and Dänish minority, the Friesen and others which would 
ask us for help!  
Ask Mr. Grunenberg/Berlin he also was involved. 
To bad for us Prussen, all our work we did sofar for many 
years did go down the drain! Mikkels has suffer the most then 
he put his heart to it.  



You said,- what for: "TO make lamentation", we Prusai did 
stop moaning a long time ago because we shall not burst into 
tears, we do not have any more tears!!! 
Let´s forget all about it!!! How can we Prusai forget a plant 
and carry through "GENOCIDE". Your are also the one which we 
hope you could help us!!! That is why I told you: we Prusai 
been fighting since the 12th century for our survival!!! 

With regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairaitis) 

Hi! 
We. the Prusai people, were persecuted and brutally 
mistreated on political, religions, grounds not only by the 
Soviet authorities, merely because we were natives of the 
land "PRUSA" and therefore belonged to an unwanted class of 
people! 
After 1990 the Bundesrepublic of Germany did everything to 
prevent us Prusai (The European convention on human rights 
and the protection of national minorities) to be excepted, 
rehabilitated as a "National minority" in the wester part of 
Europe. 
This Prusai (Prussen) issue is a classic "State-Citizen-
Conflict)even though the Bundesrepublic of German government 
likes to portray it as a "West-East-Citizen-Conflict"! 
Ever since 1990 the BRD (German) authorities have 
consistently failed to make the decisive distinction between 
the natives of Prusa and the East-Prussians (East-Prussians 
since the 31. 01. 1773) that should not be returned to the 
natives, the Prusai-Balts, because it had been allocated to 
or acquired by the Allies of second world war, that is the 
one party which clearly never ever had ownership of our 
country "PRUSA-BALTIC", at any time before but, now they 
own Prusa and do with it what ever they please, deportations, 
dispossession, driven out of their home country,  we Prusai 
(natives of the land East-Prussia) can´t bring them to their 
senses! 
The properties of the Prusai-Balts (Prusa - Balts - East-
Prussia)which took place under the confiscation by the Allies 
after world war II, based on Marxist doctrine of seizing 
means of production and eliminating the so-called capitalist 
class was not the only reason, it was also the idea of 
"Wiston Churchill" not to let the German Reich regain to be a 
large Germany again! But, what had we NATIVE to do with THAT 
MOVE, with that greasy idea of his??? 
Maybe was it an intended "GENOCIDE"??? 

Deiwutiskan, 



Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairaitis) 

Dear Mikkels, 
you wrote, PS: ...according to all those "conventions"!!! 
I am sure we Prusai did had at one time an instrument to 
separate the "NATIVES" Prusai from the German occupiers!!! 

Now, listen to this, by hearsay, a secrete document from the 
21st of May 1949 copy Nr.4 is supposed not any more 
discoverable, traceable, lost in the "State - Department" by 
a Dr. Rickermann!!! 

Mikkels, in the BRD - Germany today is everything possible!!! 

Yours, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairaitis) 

Dear Slaw, 
as I understand you have already a lot on one´s own 
initiate done!  
My congratulations! 
But, watch out that you not be taken over by a large 
organisation from the west!!! 
All your work will go up in smoke!!! 
Your friends are Mikkels Palmaitis and Jonas Trinkunas, (the 
Baltic Alliance) and not the western organisations, they have 
done in 60 years absolute "NOTHING" for us natives - Prussen 
- Baltic!!! 
But, it is up to you!!! 

Since 1990 BRD-German authorities and their  East-
Prussian friends (date: 31. 01. 1773) have consistently 
failed to make the decisive distinction between us "NATIVE`s" 
of Prusa and the former East-Prussian people (new occupiers 
of Prusa also known as settler´s).  
We Prusai (Prussen) did act in good faith with our Prussen-
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Tolkemita e.V. and were declined by the 
BRD - Germans in obtaining the "National Minority" and 
therefore, we think, belonged to an unwanted class of people! 
Others, like the Sinti-Roma, Sorbs, Friesen and Danish 
minorities were excepted!  
This Prusai issue, in my opinion, is a classic "State-
Citizen-Conflict" even though the BRD-German government likes 
to portray our case as a "West-East-Citizen-Conflict". 

The truth of the matter is: 
The wrongful illegal confiscation of our land PRUSA (East-
Prussia) perpetrated by "Fascist" and "Communist" regimes was 



specifically designed to victimise people like the Prusai 
because of their religion, national Baltic origin and or 
social origin, or expressed opposition to the new regimes 
after 1945/52 which repressed us Prusai-Natives and then did 
deport 125 000 natives from the Oblast area throughout 
the world!!! 

Deiwutiskan, 

Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairaitis)    

Dear Slawek, Mikkels. 
We, the Prusai "WILL" never give up!!! 
We Prusai "Natives" have now only 30 years of time to bring 
an action against the European Union and BRD Germany!!! We 
natives of Prusa  will only refer to the Prusai population of 
our confiscations of our land at the date 1947/48 and it 
shall  not and will not include the German/ European settlers 
at the former Prusa/East- Prussia since the year 1773!!! 

Reason: 
The BRD-German government has maintained that the former 
USSR-Russia made it a precondition for the BRD-Germany for a 
reunification to uphold the Soviet confiscations of Prusa-
East-Prussia between 1945 and 1949. 
For that reason, the so called take over - the confiscations 
by Communist euphemistic-ally tagged land Prusa reform - 
could´t be touched according to the former Kanzler "Helmut 
Kohl". 

The facts: 
Today, Russian officials, who should know about the ongoing 
at that time know better, this officials insist that Moscow 
only insisted upon the legality of the original Prusa natives 
land of East-Prussia but had no intentions of telling the new 
"BRD-Government" what to do about the land "Prusa - East - 
Prussia". 
"In fact, there never was a pre-condition!" 

Dear Slave! 
You said, that we Prusai jumping to quick to conclusions 
which are often not adequate and destructive! 
I shall remind you that we Prusai were an occupied land first 
by Teutonic Germany since 1300 and then 1773 by the 
establishment of the "East-Prussian provinces including the 
"Ermland" and West Prussia. All this did happening by a 
cabinet order of "Frederic II., the land Prusa is being 
degraded to a province and the name Prussia is being extended 



to all the occupied land, and he, Frederic II., did call 
himself now "THE King OF Prussia". Poland at that time was 
subdivided by Russia, Austria and Brandenburg Prussia!!!   
1946, was East-Prussia subdivided by Russia with the 
help from the Allied, the agreement from Potsdam between the 
warlord´s did "NOT" say: the land of Prusa does not exists 
any more, contrary, they know that the natives of the land 
Prusa counting of a population of a total from 837.357 people 
in the year of 1939!!! 
Question: 
Were are the natives "NOW", ???.   
  
Yours, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairaitis) 

Dear Mikkels, 
all our talks, all our efforts are for the birth if we do not 
follow the set procedure by the "European convention on human 
rights and the protection of national minorities", (ECHR). 
That is what the German government told me! 
They also told me: 
The submission of an application under Art. 25 of the ECHR is 
dependent upon a series of prerequisites on the merit of the 
case. We, the Prusai, did more then that, you did a lot of 
work with the Prusai language, Grunenberg did open a museum 
in Potsdam and works there every weekends! 
What else can we do if you get absolutely no support from the 
Germans which have created this nonsense in Prusa since ages! 
Now, I ask the German government a question: Where are the 
natives of Prusa from the year 1947/48??? They never did or 
could answer that question! One person tried: well, I think 
they natives were lost in the war! I ask him: what war? 
1947/48 the war was over for more then two years! He had 
nothing to say any more. 
I got mad, and told him the following: 
People of a national minority, as natural persons, are as a 
matter of principle unrestricted capable of being a party 
like the natives of Prusa in Germany. Here, it is irrelevant 
if they are nationals of the responding State or one of the 
other contracting States! 
National minorities as such are to be viewed as a group of 
individuals, a group de particulars, or as a non-governmental 
organisation. 
He then told me, he had no more time for me to discuss a 
bunch of nonsense! 

Dear Mikkels, Dear Slav, 
that is what we natives face today in the glory of Europe! 



Yours, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairaitis)  

Gentlemen! 
Dear Slav, Dear Mikkels. 
Mikkels knows that my health situation is not well and 
good for many years because I hade an serious accident in my 
profession as an engineer. 
I stay under very heavy medication and some days I am not 
myself! 
I couldn´t very well say no to be engaged in doing something 
for the Prusai! 

However, we had this weekend in my house a meeting and came 
up with the following conclusion! 
1)Absolute no more contacts by the natives of Prusa to the 
"Landsmannschaft of East-Prussia!!! 
2)Absolute no more correspondents with the German BRD of 
the interior !!! 
3)Absolute no more begging by the German BRD politicians and 
beg them for help in our case!!! 
Because, - IT IS USELESS, we natives of Prusa waste only our 
value time which we do not have any more!!! 

We, the Prusai in the western world think: 
That an adequate solution to the problem of the natives 
Prusai/Prusa in Europe is an essential factor for democracy, 
justice, stability and peace!!! 

We, the Prusai, may as well forgive what they have done to us 
in the past a specially in the years of 1947/52, but, we will 
never ever forget!!! 
We, the Prusai, have ask as a minority for an international 
protection for rights of ethnic, linguistic and religious  
and have been declined by the BRD - department of the 
interior through a silly argument which made no sense!!! 
Such kind of rights are  guaranteed by international law for 
the protection of basic human rights, and as such falls 
within the scope of international co-operation in all 
European - States, we Prusai - people mean "ALL" and not 
some!!! 

We Prusai suggests the following people to form a staff: 
Ethnic: Slav 
Linguistic: Mikkels 
Religious: Jonas 



We Prusai know, that all of us have different religious 
tendency, but, as Prus we should be at least know the 
religion of our ancestor!!! 

Now, I would like to know your suggestions??? 

Yours, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairaitis)  

Dear Slav! 
Please don´t publicise a book before you have talked to Jonas 
Trinkunas then he may also have to say something about his 
pamphlet "BALTIC RELIGION TODAY"!!! 
I also have something to say about the "Unrepresented nations 
and native of the Baltic"!!! 

Do you know anything about my abstract theory "Baltic 
Alliance" ??? 
I am the most odious, causing hatred and repugnance, amongst 
the German Landsmannschaft of East-Prussia, at the former 
settlers!!! 

I have attempted to put an abstract theory into effect 
without regard to practical difficulties with my "Baltic 
Alliance" brochure!!! 

It is something which I have thought for many years and 
taught to some interested people for more then 20 years. I 
did always pointed out that the natives of the land Prusa did 
face a brutal "Genocide" since the 1200 century!!! 

My writing is a principle position , a body of principles for 
us Prus - Prusai in a branch of knowledge, a system of belief 
and a guide for us natives in the Baltic. We don`t accept the 
representation of a foundation in Germany or the 
Landsmannschaft of East - Prussia, they have over us Prusai 
natives absolute "NO" authority!!! If they clam that the have 
that is new to me!!! 

Some people in the Baltic have a copy of my work "Baltic 
Alliance". 

Regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 

Kails, Dear Mikkels! 



I do know you a very long time, and I do respect you very 
much, your thinking is always very critical and that is way 
we all need you!!! 
You are not a "YES" person, I also know Mr. Lepa and his 
thoughts about the Baltic Prusai - people and how he could 
use us natives as a decoy by playing the big spender!!! 
Friedrich Dobrat and Reinhard Grunenberg we three was always 
thinking: What is Lepa really up-to??? We never got an 
answer!!! 
Dear Mikkels, Lepa is a person which we did not understand, 
but, we do not understand your thinking sometimes either! 
Sorry, when you talk about democracy you say it is devilish 
or even better said an diabolical matter!!! 
For me is democracy a equality of rights, an opportunity to 
use your rights so you will receive a respectful treatment. 
Let me ask you: What is, or will be the substitute, or what 
alternative do we Prusai-Baltic people actually have??? An 
other "LEPA" who spends money like water to poor people and 
hopes to make friends??? It did not work, that what we Prusai 
have learned out of all his actions!!! 
Slav, Jonas, Friedrich, Reinhard and me think differently, I 
hope one day I can convince you!!! 

I have written a "DOGMA" read it please, you will find it 
somewhere in the Baltic under the name "Baltic Alliance" or 
read the pamphlet of Jonas, you do know Jonas very-well!!! 

Regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairaitis)  

Dear Mikkels! 
Thanks for your E-mail about "The Book"! What you are saying 
makes a lot of "SENSE", then we Prusai natives of East-
Prussia (Prusa) become more or less conscious about our 
helpless situation, not only we Prusai (Prussen) but also the 
Baltic! This tells me today the way in which our present 
situation is placed in relation to our surrounding position 
of western politics here in the BRD of Germany and it shows 
us Prusai that we face a dehumanising situation, specially 
the deportation of our people from the "OBLAST" in the year 
1947/52!!! 
It is very peculiar that the knowledge of our Prusai - 
Baltic history is not given more publicity 
in elementary schools, Colleges or Universities!!! 
Now, for Gerhard Lepas situation. I only can say that he did 
indeed a lot of work in the Kaliningrad area, he often used 
interjectionally to express disbelieve to its own Prusai 



cause or used also unsuspected surprises like we are still 
alive and kicking!!! 
The fact is, however, he was lacking, or even better said, he 
was in need of the Prusai history general knowledge like many 
people of us, a specially such as the begin of the "Baltic 
Alliance" movement!!! 
I did ask him: 
When begun the first part of an action in the Baltic to 
undertake initial steps for a "Baltic Alliance"??? 
If he would have known the answer he would have succeeded in 
the last degree, but, I drawn a blank!!! 
I then ask him about the beginning of the forming of 
societies, for instance in "RIGA", 1834, "the society for 
history and antique/ archaeology". Or, for instance in 
"Tartu" (Dorpat) "the scholar Estonia society". Or, 1844 "the 
antique/society Prussia" in Tuwangste (Koenigsberg/Pr.)- 
Eustach Tyszkiewicz. Or, the Lithuania and Belarus 
archaeology work, and a sum up, summary of the digits, 
Lithuanian archaeology at Vilnius University. "NO LUCK"!!! 
Than I ask my self, who really knows about the Prusai 
disappearance, was it a political accident or a political 
wish or both? 
If one looks under the Google Internet subject "Baltic 
Alliance", you will find that it was the prime minister 
Cameron of the House of Commons, England! 
But, I can truthful say, we Prussen - Balts had a meeting 
long before Mr. Cameron even thought about a "Baltic 
Alliance" in Arlington V.A. - U.S.A., about an alliance with 
all the Balts including Belarus!!! 
The former prime minister Sir Winston Churchill did make a 
statement 1946 to the "House of Commons'" as he realised what 
was going on in East-Prussia the land of the natives Prusai - 
Prussen. 
I shall write it in the German language so there will be "NO" 
misunderstanding: 

"In Deutschland lebte eine Opposition, die durch ihre Opfer 
und eine entnervende internationale Politik immer schwächer 
wurde, aber zu dem Edelsten und Größten gehört, was in der 
politischen Geschichte aller Völker je hervorgebracht wurde. 
Diese Männer kämpften ohne eine Hilfe von innen oder außen, - 
einzig getrieben von der Unruhe ihres Gewissens. Solange sie 
lebten, waren sie für uns unsichtbar und unerkennbar, weil 
sie sich tarnen mußten. Aber an den Toten ist der Widerstand 
sichtbar geworden. 
Diese Toten vermögen nicht alles zu rechtfertigen, was in 
Deutschland geschah. Aber ihre Taten und Opfer sind das 
Fundament eines neuen Aufbaus. Wir hoffen auf die Zeit, in 



der das heroische Kapitel der innerdeutschen Geschichte seine 
gerechte Würdigung finden wird".  

This opposition found place mainly in East-Prussia (Prusa) 
and in the Baltic States, some of them were also my 
relatives!!! 
Many of us Prusai did not survive, "NO" doubt that it was the 
final death of our nation "PRUSA". All of the warnings, all 
writings of our philosopher "Emmanuel Kant, (1724 - 1804)" 
was for the birds!!! 

Best regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis)  

Dear Martins, 
I do understand you very well, I do "NOT" consider your E-
letter as an insult. One thing is certain - we all look for 
internal security, for a safeguard which a government is 
responsible to provide for its people for its citizens of a 
country! 
I was lucky, after W.W.II, I was raised in America, it is a 
different world all together. I did learn to understand the 
need and thoughts of other people which were not so lucky and 
had to learn "NOT" to insult them! 
I was several times in "RIGA", in "Vilnius", in "Kaliningrad" 
but also in other parts of this world like the far East and 
the near East because of my profession as an engineer! 
I did think a long time - will it insult the people of the 
Eastern world? - Before I wrote the E-mail letter "Where is 
the sense". But than I thought, we need a solution to the 
problems in the Baltic, what can we do to help, where is the 
beginning, and "NOT" to go there to the Eastern world and 
play the big Guy "I do know it all". I tell you the truth "I 
DO KNOW NOTHING", I only can suggest!!! 
I was born in Tuwangste (Koenigsberg/Pr.) and was deported by 
the Soviets like thousandth other people, I know what you go 
through!  
After W.W.II, I passionately believed when the last shot was 
fired on May 8th 1945, that we Prusai people in the Baltic 
were headed toward a new and better world. We Prusai of East-
Prussia (Prusa) were confident that the errors of the past 
were to be valiantly corrected, that human wrongs would all 
be righted, that the self-determination of peoples would end 
oppression, that human freedom and individual security would 
become realities, that war, in this new dawn breaking over 
the earth, was now a nightmare of the past!!! 

WE; THE PRUSAI PEOPLE OF EAST-PRUSSIA (PRUSA) WERE WRONG!!! 



The same Bull-Shit starts now all over Europe again!!! 
We Prusai know that the former problem of the disposition of 
East-Prussia did at one time affected world security not only 
with regard to the German land, but with regard to Eastern 
Europe, the Balts, as well! 
The Polish corridor is today far from providing a permanent 
solution of Poland´s need for an outlet to the Baltic-Sea, 
contrary, it is now a major source of danger to Poland and 
the Baltic!!! 
But, who knows that, or even can see that!!! 

Siriskai, twaise 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairait) 

Dear Mikkels, 
I know that you have a very strong believe in the monotheists 
version of a religion. You told me once: "As for the sense of 
life, it is only a short exam for eternity, nothing more"!!! 
The last 20 years of my live I turned into be a historian and 
came to the following conclusion: 

"History repeats itself or oneself, take your pick". 
I look at the present problem "Eastern Europe today" out of 
an other perspective! 

Mikkels, my dear old friend! 
On behalf of the four hundred millions of people of the 
European Union (EU) of Europe and for the sake of humanity 
everywhere I most earnestly appeal as a deport of East-
Prussia (Prusa) to all of you not to break off negotiations 
looking to a peaceful, fair and constructive settlement of 
the questions " The Prusai natives of the Balts" at issue! 
I earnestly repeat again, that so long as negotiations with 
the Allies continue in the EU differences may be reconciled. 
Once they are broken off reason is banished and force asserts 
itself!!! 
And force produces "NO" solution for the future of the Baltic 
and it is no good for the  Eastern or Western world or for 
humanity!!! 
Therefore, and that is my opinion, let "SLAV" continue with 
his solution!!! 

Best regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis)    

Lieber Horst! 



Wie telefonisch besprochen übersende ich Dir die Adresse von 
Frau Kaminsky sowie die heutige gültige kurz - Geschichte der 
Bandenburg Preußen von 1701 - 2001. Dazu gehörten die 
Leute unteranderem wie "Johannes Rau (SPD)", "Philipp von 
Bismarck", "Eberhard Diepgen", "Lothar Graf zu Dohna", 
"Marion Gräfin Dönhoff", "Bronislaw Geremek", "Otto von 
Habsburg", "John C. Kornblum", "Christian Graf von Krockow",  
"Lothar de Maizie´re", "Matthias Platzeck", " Michael Prinz 
von Preußen", "Wilhelm-Karl Prinz von Preußen", "Helmut 
Schmidt (SPD)", "Manfred Stolpe (SPD)", Hans-Joachen Vogel 
(SPD)", "Richard von Weizäcker (SPD)", "Karl-Günther von 
Hase", und so weiter, und so weiter!!! Diese Leute 
unterstützen die Landsmannschaft Ost-Preußen und "NICHT" die 
Eingeborenen von ALT - Preußen, die Prussen - Prusai, das 
Baltische Volk das unsägliches Leid über sich ergehen lassen 
mussten!!! Wir, die Natives die Prusai, waren nur für diese 
Damen und Herren  ein unbequemes "ANHÄNGSEL" das Ausgerottet 
werden musste und in der Tat auch wurde!!! 

Die Adresse: Sigrid Kaminsky, Rößgener Straße #19, Tel.: +49 
(0) 3727 - 3853. E-mail: sigrid kaminsky@online.de ( es 
könnte auch t-online.de  sein. 

Hier die heutige Geschichte der Brandenburg - Preußen die  
die Landsmannschaft vertritt und die Prussen/Prusai für ihren 
Zweck benutzen will oder wollen.  
Reinhard Grunenberg ist sehr wahrscheinlich auf deren Trick 
reingefallen, wir, die Eingeborenen aus dem Balten-Lande 
Prusa, das damalige Ost-Preußen jedoch "N I C H T ". Auch 
wenn PRUSA am 31. Januar 1773, durch Kabinettsorder zu einer 
"PROVINZ" Ostpreußen degradiert wurde! 
Friedrich der Große nennt sich von nun an König "V O N " 
Preußen. 

"PREUßEN IST TOT". 
verkündete ein altpreußischer Freiherr auf einer 
Gedächtnisveranstaltung am 18. Januar 2001, also 300 Jahre, 
nachdem durch die Selbstkrönung Friedrichs I. in Königsberg/
Pr., unsere Prussen - Stadt "TUWANGSTE",in den Stand eines 
Königreiches erhoben worden war. Wir, die Eingeborene des 
Landes Prusa - Balten wurden nicht gefragt, jedoch eine so 
genannte Scheinregierung der Prussen - Eingeborenen unter dem 
so genannten "Altprußischen Adels von Perbrandt des 13. 
Jahrhundert war anwesend, hatten aber dazu und an den 
Entscheidungen nichts zusagen und keinen Einfluss. Ich kannte 
Sigrid von Perbrandt, ein direkter Nachkomme der Altpreußen 
(Prussen) persönlich und habe heute noch Briefe von Ihr die 
uns Prussen bis zu ihren Ableben 1999 unterstützt hat und 
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diese Geschichte Brandenburg - Prussen bekämpfte! Sie hat 
mich gebeten für ein vereintes "PRUSA" (Baltische 
Allianz)" zu kämpfen, welches ich auch sehr ernst nehme, ich 
habe Frau Perbrandt mein versprechen gegeben und ich muß es 
einhalten, ich habe keine andere Wahl!!! So sieht es aus, wir 
haben Leute wie Jerry aus Australien ein Rechtsanwalt, ein 
Slav in Polen Masuren, ein Martin in Lettland, ein Jonas in 
Litauen und und und!!! 

Das Brandenburg - Preußen in unserem Baltikum sind nur eine 
Erinnerung die viel Unheil für uns Prusai angerichtet haben, 
dass sich vor 300 Jahren in Tuwangste (Königsberg) Kurfirst 
Friedrich III. von Brandenburg zum König 
Friedrich I. "IN"  Preußen krönte, weckt heute in der 
Bundesrepublik und im Europäischen Ausland vielfältige 
Empfindungen und bietet Anlass für tief greifende 
Diskussionen sowie Analysen! 
Vom glänzenden, auch durch Kriege erreichten Aufstieg zur 
europäischen Großmacht mit kultureller Ausstrahlung bis zum 
formellen Untergang Preußens durch den Alliierten Kontrollrat 
nach Hitler für das Deutsch - große - Reich vernichtenden 
Weltkrieg II. Am 25. Februar 1947 wurde durch das Gesetz Nr. 
46 die Auflösung des Staates Preußen beschlossen! Heute, in 
der Landsmannschaft Ostpreußen, bietet die preußische 
Geschichte einen reichhaltigen Stoff für Kontroversen ohne 
überhaupt die Ureinwohner des Landes "Prus - Balten" in 
Erwägung zu ziehen. 
Nicht zuletzt aus dem Blickwinkel unserer heutigen Zeit des 
"Vereinigten Europas" (EU), stellen sich vielfältige Fragen 
an die preußisch-deutsche Geschichte sowie die Helsinki 
Verträge - "Was passiert mit Ostpreußen, mit den 
Ureinwohnern", ihr, wollt doch nicht behaupten das diese alle 
ermordet wurden, oder? 
Daher, führt die zeitliche Distanz zu neuen Bewertungen, zu 
einer Renaissance des Alt - Preußentums (Prusai - Prussen), 
nicht im Augenblick als Staat, aber erst als eine 
Orientierung für den Fortbestand einer Demokratie die es bis 
jetzt in Prusa (Ostpreußen) nicht gegeben hat!!! 

Mit freundlichen Grüßen, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 

Dear Slav! 
Thanks for the conference-call with you and Jerry, 23rd of 
August 2011. 
I do agree with the step by step procedure which you and 
Jerry have proposed, but, it will be by "NO" means ease 
because we all have to overcome some "DEEP" political and 



religious differences what we face today in our State "Prusa" 
which the Allies (45-52) and the Germans (12th hundred 
century) have left behind! 
Today, we also face a very strong "LOBBY" which are able to 
spend money like mad which we prusai did never face before!!! 
This presents to us "Natives of Prusa" an additional 
big problem! You also have to realise that the Polish 
politicians and the population were always used as a decoy 
for many dispute in Europe. Let me tell you a little story: 

At one time in the late 1980`s a man visit me by the name of 
"Szameitat" - Manfred, I was in Rom! Good for you, I did 
answer, how was the trip? Not so good, to much traffic, it 
was terrible, but, it was very interesting what I did find in 
Rome about the German Order! Tell me, I have an ear for you! 
So, he told me the following! 
At the "Sakristei Basilika - Santa Maria Maggiore" I did see 
(saw) a "FRESCO" with an imprint in Latin, as I now recall it 
said the following: 
"Milnes Tevionici ope Virginis Prussiaej Livonia Subaltis". 
"Maria Avraum Condunt". 

I had to laugh, and said, your Latin is as worse than mine! 

Can you tell me, Mr. Szameitat, what it meant? 

Yes, of course, it meant, like, something, I shall say: 
"The subjugation of the Prusai and the Liven (Baltic)in the 
name of Maria: 
"GOD WILL IT SO" 

Slav! 
If that is really the case, and if that is true, - then we 
all, the Polish, the Prusai, the Balts have to watch out!!! 

With thanks and very best wishes from us Prusai, and good 
luck from us all! 
I personally see no hope, but, if you and me will not try how 
could we know!!! 

With regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis)  
    
  
  
Dear Slav, Dear Jerry (Prus - Australia)! 



The accession process of the minority protection at the 
European Union gave me an "Assessment which I should sign in 
the year of 2002 which I have refused because at that time we 
were still in fight with the Bundesrepublik of Germany! 
I was also ask to sign some agreements with other 
organisations which I also did not sign! 
Because, I did see same reports from the countries: 
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia! 

I did ask the Board, please give me same country names! Which 
they did. 
France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom!!! 
BUT NOT THE U.S.A. or The U.S.S.R or The RUSSIAN -
 Federation!!! 
The country of Poland, Lithuania and Russia - Oblast however 
got parts of the land East - Prussia (Prusa). Without the 
consent of the rest from the western Allies which were 
fighting in W.W.I and in W.W.II! 
East-Prussia was through a cabinet - Order degraded to a 
province at 31st of January 1773, so, it was not a country 
Prusa any more, but a province for the Brandenburg Prussians. 
The Brandenburg Prussian were by Law Nr. 46 resolved under 
article I. Statement by the Allies: 
The state of Preussen and his headquarters - government - 
control and all his belonging agency's are herewith resolved! 

It certainly did not mentioning anything about the take over 
by countries like: Lithuania, the Federation republic of 
Russia - Oblast or Poland!  
WHAT NOW??? 
We Prusai were never ask, have never sign anything, oppose 
the Helsinki accords, were on the 12th of December 1948 
deported from our native land Prusa, have an organisation 
"Prußen - Arbeitsgemeinschaft Tolkemita e.V.". The Tolkemita 
- Foundation which did split away would now like to join the 
Landsmannschaft of East - Prussia! Which I do oppose very 
strongly because all the assets will go to the 
Landsmannschaft East-Prussia!!! I need help!!! 

Regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 

Dear Slav! 
You ask if one person will come to the meeting with you and 
Jerry? 



"YES" a man by the name of "Gunnar Hallmann". You have to 
realise we the Prusai are very be scared! If you know our 
history you would understand!  
We were not able to convince the Bundesrepublic of Germany to 
accept us natives as a "National minority" but the "Sinti and 
Roma" the Germans did accept as a minority, could you 
understand that? Nobody of us Prusai did understand that 
move by the BRD - Germany!!! 
The European convention on human rights and protection of 
national minorities, the rights and obligations under Article 
14 ECHR did not even consider our request or did investigate 
the extent to which the Prusai had suffert! 

Since 1990 German authorities have consistently failed to 
make the decisive distinction between the natives of Prusa 
(East-Prussia) and the Landsmannschaft of East-Prussia which 
were settlers (Brandenburg Preussen) in our land Prusa!!! 

Let me make here a statement which you and Jerry should try 
to understand before you start with a petition to a 
government!!! 
Our complaint and my petitions do "N O T" aim at the wrong 
done to us "Natives Prusai" or by the Allies or by the Soviet 
occupation regime or that of the today BRD - Germany. 
Our complaint aims at the UN (United nation) in new York, the 
EU (European Union) in Europe, the international court in 
"THE HAGUE" (Netherland) and the Helsinki Convention, 
which are answerable for the fact that the wrong done to 
the natives, to the Prusai of Prusa, after the Second world 
war 1945 -1952. The deportation in the year 1948 of the 
125 000 natives to Siberia from the Oblast, the "genocide" 
general committed in Prusa, and of course the Helsinki 
agreement which has been dealt with unfairly and inadequately 
since 1990 to us natives of East-Prussia - Prusa!!!  

Any government is "NOT" a private person who has acquired 
property in good faith. For the Allies and the UN after 1945 
to act as if this were the case grossly contradicts the 
constitutional responsibility of the government to safeguard 
our private property rights, our culture, our history!!! 
I shall say and stand for: 
All nations and peoples possess the right to self-
determination, by virtue of that right they freely determine 
their political status and freely pursue their economic, 
social and cultural developments!!! 

YOU AND JERRY SHALL HAVE MY ASSISTANCE: 



I shall submit to you and Jerry as clear on paper in black 
and white and "NOT" a "jumble together" like the 
Landsmannschaft of East-Prussia is doing it for the last 60 
years!!! They are "NOT" representing us Prusai natives!!! 

Here is my aim!! 
It shall be our Prusai - Natives aim, or our new 
organisations aim, by assisting other participating parties 
and also individuals to express their positions, needs, and 
grievances in legitimate forums and by providing a community 
of support, to advance the fulfilment of the aspirations of 
participating peoples by "EFFECTIVE NONVIOLENT MEANS"!!! 

Regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis)  
  

Dear Jerry, Dear Slav! 
In accordance with your request of Sept. 04. 2011, I have 
made a short survey about my correspondents with Jonas 
Trinkunas and found out that some E-letters have gone through 
and some have been rejected! You can try, maybe you have more 
luck! 
I think his hands are bound! 

The advisability of Jerry to establishing first a Society or 
foundation of Prusa is a very good idea!!!  
We need Mr.Jonas Trinkunas and his groups because as I see it 
a "Baltic religion today" (The old Baltic culture) which 
Trinkunas he did established for many years is a very useful 
group for all the Balts including the dispersed Prusa, it 
would be important if we could get his recommendations.  
His groups holds the Prusai together with culture (Songs and 
play), language (Maziulis and Palmaitis, but also Guether 
Kraft/Skalwynas Grammatika Prusiskas Billas.  
I do have the complete language work of Kraft plus 53 
fairytales written in the old Prussen language and the same 
translated in the German language!   

When you have an opportunity give Mr. Trinkunas a call at: 
VILNIUS. 

He does not comprehend the English language, but his wife 
Inija does.   
Be very polite, tell him I told you to call  him! 
After you have made contact with him I should appreciate your 
comments. 



Very truly yours, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 

Dear Jerry. 
A little history about the Prusai people! 

The Prusai history is one the most heartbreaking stories the 
world has ever known, why, GOD knows! 
It goes back as far as 340 B.C. 
Aristoteles writes about the Baltic amber to be found on the 
island of "ABALUS", we Prusai think it was Sambia. 
320 B.C. Pytheas of Massilia writes in his "Aestuarium Oceani 
Mentonoman" about the Prusa - Prusai who gather amber in 
spring time on their shallow shores. Tacitus reports that the 
Prusai are being subdued by Gothic tribes. 

You can now see how far back the history of the Prusai does 
did rich! 

After that the Christian era did start. 
54 A.C. The Roman Plinius, the elder, reports on the Prus 
(Hist.nat.L.37e2) calling the Prusai - Prus "Austrasiam as 
well as Glessarium due to their amber finds. Six years later 
a Roman knight (eques romanus) brings large amber material to 
Ceasar Nero in Rome. 
...and so on, and so on!!! 

Why I tell you this Jerry is that your name: "Prus - 
Putwilowicz goes that far back in history, that is 
unbelievable but I don´t tell you here stories!!! 

I do have the complete history of the Prus in my possession, 
Mr. Grunenberg in Berlin, Miss Marija Gimbutas, Mr. Trinkunas 
and others have even more details on the Prus history. 
But what can you do when "MANIAC" are out to destroy our 
history and have distribute us Prusai since 1945 all over the 
world and tell us you are DEAD!!! 
And now we have to put the peaces together, nice isn'it!!! 
  
Regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 

PS: 
Since the unification the German Bundesrepublic and the 
Landsmannschaft East-Prussia did nothing to adequately 
address and correct these crimes against us Prus and against 
humanity, in the contrary, the Bundesrepublic of Germany has 
been ridiculing its victims since 1990!!! 



We Prusai say, this issue is a classic State-Citizen-
Conflict, however, BRD-Government likes to portray it as a 
WEST-EAST-CITIZEN-CONFLICT. That is also an indication why we 
Prusai have so much problems with Trinkunas, he does not 
understand the dispersed Prus issue!!! 

Manfred. 

Dear Slav! 
On Friday the 16th of September Gunnar Hallmann and Ortrun 
Barran will visit me and we shall discuss the situation 
Brandenburg - Prussia against Old-Prussian-Prusai-Natives of 
Prusa (East-Prussia - Landsmannschaft). 
Brandenburg - Prussians are our competitor and will do 
everything to eliminate us Prusai - Prussen. 
Lets listen to Jerry before we make stupid statements, lets 
wait for the meeting in Berlin - Potsdam, Gunnar and Ortrun 
will represent us Prussen, and lets wait for the outcome 
because they have no chance we Prussen are the Natives of the 
land and not the settler Brandenburg - Prussians!!! 
It will be very interesting because Mr. Grunenberg has a 
patent on the name "PREUSSEN" but not on the name "PRUSA" 
that makes and is the difference!!! 
Mr. Grunenberg will not any more answer our questions!!! 

Regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 

Dear Slav! 
I did try it more than three times, the e-mail was always 
returned! Why did you try it, it is important even so the 
first section is written in the German language because I do 
not like to translate it I might lose something in the 
translation than my german is not to good, all others will be 
written is the English language like for instance the 
"DECLARATION" which consist of five sections! 
I am glad that all the others have received my e-mail without 
any problems! 

Regards, 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 

Dear Slav! 
I did send to Jerry the two sections this morning and it was 
not returned, so maybe he has received it! This two sections 
are important because if we do not know what was going on at 
that time we all spinning our wheels. I do not agree myself 



with some of it either, but it was happening and we have to 
live with it and make the best out of it! 
Now: 
When we start writing the "DELARATION" which I already have 
part of it, we need more than one brain and we have to watch 
out that we make no mistake because all the others, 
Governments for instance,  will watch us and ask -- "what are 
this guys up to".  
So, I shall send you the part which I have written and then 
we will correct my thoughts and you add yours and Jerry´s. 

Regards. 
Manfred G. Kaireit (Kairáitis) 

   


